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01 – Explanation
After a short period, 2005- 2008, again, we received the spiritual visit of the Japanese
Scientist, Doctor Paulo Nagai. He was one among thousands of victims of the Atomic Bombs
explosions on August 8, 1945, in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan. He lived in Nagasaki at that
time, as expert at radiological research.
In 2008, I and my companions of GESH – “Grupo Espirita Servos de Jesus”, read the
extraordinary book "The Bells of Nagasaki" by Paulo Nagai. This book is a real revelation written
in his last five months of life helped by other friends in his death-bed. Before the Presentation and
Introduction of his book inserted at the end of this booklet, nothing else we can say about the
author's life and the visible effects of the atomic bomb explosion in its spectacular, satanic power.
Nevertheless, it would be an inhuman, on our part not make public the disastrous,
irreversible effects upon mankind and the world.
They are harmful consequences not seen by human eyes, including all beings in both
physical and astral worlds. "So it is on Earth as in Heaven."
Not only humans suffered deep changes in their life program, but all living beings in Nature,
including the mineral kingdom more or less altered in its essence.
We all are created by One Creator, as tiny parts of the whole. If one thread breaks up, the
group becomes weaker and unbalanced affecting the whole team.
Messages received through mediumship taught us, among factors of disharmony to Nature
were countless atomic tests held for many years on earth and at sea.
By chance, did the world get better moral and spiritually after that "mega-massacre on
08/08/1945? By chance, have ceased all conflicts? By chance, did fear and violence disappear
nowadays? Is it peacetime now? Here are great themes for reflection.
Let us return our booklet written just to make public that Dr. Paulo Nagai, in astral or
perispiritual body continues as a devoted humble doctor, friend, citizen aware of his duties in
helping and comforting his companions.
We could not neglect the fantastic revelations brought to our GESJ by Doctor Paulo Nagai,
by other disembodied spirits and by intra-extraterrestrial friends.
Our “Grupo Espirita Servos de Jesus” sends sincere gratitude with blessings of Lord Jesus
of Galilee.
Margarida, GESJ – Vitoria, December of 2009
Note: for better understand the following pages, we recommend the book "From the
darkness to Light: Infernal Cities" by GESJ with unusual situations of the astral body never imaged
before.

02 – Knowledge frees; Ignorance arrests
Hail the Power of Light!
Brothers, knowledge frees; ignorance arrests.
When you acquire knowledge, you are free man and woman, but ignorance turns you selfprisoners.
The arms race granted to mankind the atomic explosion, as high knowledge representing
world scientific authority.
But in that time, scientists and other experts did not know they were just revealing the
atoms mysteries.
Even so, from the climax of arrogance, the human intelligence still primary has used their
little knowledge for sequential experiments with that nuclear arsenal.
Under the semblance of exploring the energy from atoms manipulation, they spent so much
money to production and exploration of nuclear devices with regretful consequences, besides the
explosions over Japanese people.
As if were enough the harmful results and pain triggered by atomic bombs, some people
remain testing other bombs in the Mother Earth’s body.
You do not know yet, at each test, electromagnetic and radioactive waves stay acting
invisibly and when gets in touch with electromagnetic waves of the Earth’s body and others
produced by humans, they react and provoke unimaginable disturbances to the Planet’s
psychosphere gradually generating charges and interferences in the mechanisms and dynamic
force of nature.
It modifies the pressure in the center of the Earth modifying the displacements of the
planetary rocky body. Thus occurs overheating of the nuclei with fast explosions that reverberate,
by its turn producing new wave of antagonistic force coming from the center of Earth, as response
to the explosions carried out on surface.
Sea is hotter due to the heat loosened by explosions and by marine gaps in abysmal
regions.
If you could see, as we can, you would be panic-driven, because immersed in ignorance
and arrogance, you are destroying the only home that feed and shelter you.
When humans recognize God’s Greatness, they will deserve enjoy peacetime in a happier
world, where, everyone equally shares harmony and perfection of life.
Brothers, be ready, because your ignorance turned into insane actions may unveil the
knowledge to heal your sick spirit.
May the Peace be on Earth!
Paulo Nagai
Clairvoyance: I have seen atomic explosion with concentric waves from the epicenter of
explosions reverberating in the space and everything around.
In volcanic regions the pressure accelerated the explosions.
In regions with gaps, the pressure provoked the removal of rocks increasing more and more
the gap.
Where had tectonic plates, waves provoked more intense and fast their displacements. In
Earth’s interior and epicenter, the waves crashed provoked reaction of equal intensity in the
opposite direction, when the waves restarted the way back to surface provoking reactions similar
those of nuclear explosion.
Note: After reading the message, Margarida spoke of “coincidence", because in the
morning, while was preparing the next book on the atomic explosion in Nagasaki and on Paulo
Nagai, she thought, “He, Paulo Nagai could give us the Book Preface", and immediately she
received the psychographic message above.
Then, in another meditation, the Brother said:
As attentive servants of Christ, we listened to your appeals, and faithful to the Rescue Plan
to which we were invited to take part, by the Illustrious Commander Yuri, we, at once, decided to
transmit the knowledge necessary to your spiritual freedom.
Blessed be Jesus' Love gathering us as spiritual family!
Paulo Nagai, 10/10/2009

Part I

EXPLOSION OF ATOMIC BOMB

03 – On August 8, 1945
It was 1945, when the Second Great War continued full of horror, tragedies and cruelty that
only a war could unchain.
It was a sunny morning in August 9, birds singing, young people going to School, farmers
taking care of vegetables, animals and housewives fulfilling their daily tasks. It seemed a typical
day like so many others.
It was 2:00 ó clock p.m., when something different exploded in the air, about five hundred
meters high in that calm town. Then a very strong wind blew destroying and pulverizing everything
around. A huge vacuum was formed in the explosion epicenter like a giant vacuum cleaner that
sucked the debris to a great height and then releasing all mass aspirated that, in turn, smashed
everything around.
Temperature at 9.000 centigrade burned everything at long distance.
In that meantime, fragments of "something" fell incandescent burning everything. The sun
was enveloped by a cloud of smoke and debris like a total eclipse.
Few minutes later, the cloud lowered and a soft light began to clear the carnage field. There
were over 30,000 deaths and over 10,000 seriously wounded besides thousands of people got
sick by the radioactivity action. It was an awful scene with trees removed and burned, houses
demolished; some people had their heads cut off, others with torn womb without the viscera. All
were naked because had the garments turned into ashes. The body skin was torn to shreds. A
woman with open womb had his unborn baby between legs. Far from the fateful place, people had
their bodies totally burned.
First, they felt hard pain followed by a severe cold.
The fragments of bombs varied the size from a marble to a soccer one. It was awful to know
of that instrument of death, the atomic bomb, created by human minds whose privileged brain
carelessly served the Darkness" in the physical plane by corrupt political power, cold and
insensitive to the suffering and poverty of other poor people.
04 - Who was the father of the atomic bomb?
Who was the monster “father" of atomic bomb? Briefly, we will describe his profile so
spoken after the atomic bomb explosion.
He was Julius Robert Oppenheimer (02/22/1904 – 02/18/1967). He was a North American
Scientist that from child lived for science not concerned with political, social and economical
reality. At 11, he already engaged to the Mineralogy Party.
After his graduation in Chemistry, he started studying Architecture. After graduated
Architect, he studied Physics in England and later in Germany. At age 21, he was already known
by a discovery called “Pooheimer Phillips Process" based on collision of atomic particles. He
studied Astronomy focusing on "quasars", small cosmic portions emitting light and radioactive
waves of large reach.
At age 25, he was teacher at Institute of Technology of California and at Berkeley University
of Berkeley. He spoke eight languages and learned Dutch in 6 weeks only for a Lecture in
Amsterdam. He learned Sanskrit to writing communication with people who knew the language.
As man, he was very lonely, rebel, naive, emotional and easy to love. He did not enjoy
newspapers and magazines, radio and telephone. He only had friends at the University.
He was severed wronged when the U.S. Government labeled him as communist, depriving
him some rights and keeping him under severe police surveillance. Though, his inner affliction did
not result from that political persecution, but of awakening his conscience in the exact moment the
terrible fire, in a mushroom form reached the sky in his first atomic experiment, when he realized
that had created a deadly instrument. He repeated then, Baghvad Gita's sentence, the Hindu holy
book: "I became death, destructor of worlds."
His insensitive friends celebrated the invention with a glass of wine. He did not. From that
moment, Oppenheimer knew the worst problem, men have today. “It is right to use knowledge to
destroy millions of creatures at once?"

05 – Production of super-bomb
At this point, American people started thinking in manufacturing a super-bomb and
Oppenheimer began to advocate sharing atomic secrets with other Nations asking for UN
intervention to discourage colleagues for not manufacturing the Hydrogen Bomb. He was the man
who more protested in 1950, when Truman, U.S. President stepped over the Nuclear Energy
Committee and ordered the manufacture of super bomb.
The H-Bomb was manufactured by the North American Scientist, Hungarian born, Edward
Teller (01/15/1908 - 09/09/2003). Within months, it was ready and detonated and soon after, the
Russian People also detonated their super bomb.
06 – He became more humble than before.
It was during years of suffering, even before dying of throat cancer, the humble
Oppenheimer devoted himself to profound studies and to his most beautiful Lectures, as Master of
legible, high ideals.
He said w e should not fear the Science, which is good and culture being unnecessary to
isolate it, because of a great misfortune can originate a great joy. He was humble and became
much more than before.
Once, someone asked him:
- Teacher, why do not you write the truth (i.e. injustices he had suffered)?
He replied:
- I will never do it. The truth is us being unnecessary to tell it to others.
Ending this brief summary, we add that Oppenheimer recited Dante Alighieri, author of
"Divine Comedy" in Italian. He read "Homer" in Greek and knew by heart works of Bach and other
Masters; he discussed painting, as an Art critic, he enjoyed the French medieval poetry and Hindu
philosophy.
Oppenheimer was know as genius man, loved by some, hatred for others and
misunderstood by so many others.
07 – Considerations
All damage of nuclear explosions during to 2nd World war, and the countless tests still
performed today echo over all living beings on terrestrial surface and interior of Earth. The
radiation spread also reaches other planets and peoples. Oppenheimer, even in his worst
nightmares could not understand his awful creation. Even so, here just fit us describing about the
rich human complexity, risks of wasting enormous talent, scientifically speaking.
Science and Ethics must walk side-by side, under the penalty of man in his omnipotence
wishes to be “partner of God". Instead the scientist is a pilgrim of the "absolute", will be a pilgrim of
the absurd.

Part 2

Astral Trips

08 - A giant mushroom
Clairvoyance: Firstly, everything was dark in my mental screen. Then, the light appeared as
a summer dawn. I could see a distant horizon flooded of light. I saw a giant mushroom penetrating
the atmosphere. It was the epicenter of the explosion. The fire seemed a living being due its
intensity. I have seen objects and beings disappearing instantly. Later, I seemed to be in astral
plane, where the “fire” was in front of me, as it were blown by the wind. In my thinking, it was a
spirit recently disembodied from the epicenter of an atomic bomb explosion. Immediately, I had
confirmation by a rescuer spirit appeared trying to hold the "fire" in her arms. Now, the “fire” took
another shape and consistence, and the spirit did not get to hold it, despite the deformed spirit had
no objection. The rescuer spirit seemed knelt down trying to hold that human form into pieces
dissolving completely ignoring the situation.
It was neither fight nor alienation. It was a state of total absence never seen before, as had
double death, physical and spiritual (i.e. astral or bioenergetics) happened instantly.
The rescuer brother seemed lost after have seen that energy, "shapeless thing" melting in
his hands and falling into pieces on the floor.
Actually, he was suffering at not able to do anything before that awful situation.
I think those pictures were projections of Akashic Registers of the atomic explosions in
1945, during the Second Great World war over Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Margarida: We have above a clairvoyance received on December 2, 1991. Now, let us read
some considerations between Mediums and Evolved Beings as follows:
09 - Mental dialogue between Medium and Extraterrestrials
The therapy for disembodied spirits after the nuclear explosion is a difficult task for workers
of the astral plane. In fact, there are spirits so evolved able to solve such problems, “to each one,
according to his merit" said Jesus.
Our extraterrestrial brothers more advanced than us on technology, science, moral and
spirituality, without interfering in free will, they aid us a lot in health. However, they find difficulty in
this aspect, when see planetary elements strange to their atmosphere. There is also the problem
created by terrestrial scientists when developed new experiments to extinguish the effects of
stupid creations. God Father allowed the science development for human progress. “You shall not
commit murder."
The medium said,” I am in tune with Beings of mine last trip on nuclear bombs.
Here is the dialogue:
Question: Why do you speak of a subject, I already received several messages?
Answer: We must warn humans, they run the risk of triggering a planetary holocaust with
nuclear explosions. They must know how suffers a spirit died after a nuclear explosion.
Q: Why do not you bring the spirits here to minimize their suffering?
A: Most of them died in violent way, they see themselves extinguished forever. It is difficult
an approach in the Spiritual Plane and would put in risk the Medium's life.
Q: How should an ordinary person like me, not good at nuclear bomb divulge this subject in
a convincing way?
A: You cannot imagine what can do with words. We just need them from Mental to Physical
Plane. It is enough you divulge them through bulletins, newspapers and magazines to reach public
leaders accessible to our appeals. Working together we can avoid the hecatomb until the "end of
times" and win. For the time being, we cannot explain minutely the process to you now. How
understand many of them will take centuries to reincarnate, losing time and opportunity of spiritual
progress?
Q: By chance, are you working with a new problem; I mean, disintegration of bodies that
envelop the divine flash, the spirit?
Is it happening for the first time as result of atomic explosions?
A: No way, it has been happening for several times.

Thus, we try to avoid it with consequences are always terrible for mankind. We ought to
warn you about the danger. The merit, victory belongs to own person in understanding the
warnings; and give up their insane instincts, addictions and pride interrupting the process.
We cannot avoid it. Now, we let you know what happens to deformed spirit.
Q: If so many people warn about it, why not brings result?
A: It is said, “Constant dropping will wear down a stone." So, we call your attention for
sending repeated messages for everyone until reaches the right place.
Medium: I feel weakened and discouraged about it. It seems useless to talk about it for deaf
people.
A: Have courage, strength and faith in God. We are just beginning.
May God bless you!
Margarida: This dialogue between Medium and Extraterrestrial Team occurred on May 18,
1987. Since then, countless events, including arms race have been happening in our disturbed
Planet Earth.
Our evolved brothers were sure about the effects of radioactivity more or less intense on
human beings, which encouraged our extra and intraterrestrial brothers give messages
occasionally. For instance, “Cesium Disaster" in Goiânia made Brazil and other countries discuss
about it.
10 - "Cesium disaster” in Goiania/Brazil
Our Spiritist House received, via spiritual medium, the following message:
A team of more or less six extraterrestrial beings visited Goiania/Brazil; soon afterwards the
"Cesium Disaster" In that occasion was raining, when they threw a solution into the place to
minimize the radiation effects. Exactly for that reason, the German scientist's forecasts did not
confirm, and the Brazilian Government said the scientist was spreading panic among people.
The astral cleaning occurred in the spiritual plane to minimize the effects worsen that in
physical plane. They also cleaned up the place destined to nuclear garbage.
They also revealed people affected by Cesium were quitting debits of past lives.
We knew it through the clairvoyance on May 24, 1988.
On February 28, 1992 was seen some disembodied spirits submitted to treatment after the
nuclear explosions. It was a recent discovery in the spiritual world. It was also shown a cancer
treatment with chemotherapy and Radiotherapy in the physical plane. The extraterrestrial brothers
also applied a substance similar ice to eliminate or neutralize the radiation effects.
Margarida, Second Semester of 2009

Part 3

What eyes cannot see

11 - Unexpected visit
Medium: Sister, do you know who is coming now?
Margarida: I have no idea.
Medium: Doctor Paulo Nagai is coming.
Margarida: He is the Japanese radiologist scientist also victim by the atomic bomb
explosion in Nagasaki. Is not he?
Medium: Yes, do not you remember the day today?
Margarida: Yes, about fourth-nine years ago, the atomic bombs destroyed Nagasaki and
Hiroshima spreading terror all over the world.
Medium: Is it the reason for very important person visiting our Group GESJ?
Margarida: Ask him the reason for visiting us that have read his book for several times.
Medium: He is not alone. He brought with him various sick spirits victims of the atomic
bombs at that time.
Margarida: How are these spirits?
Medium: They are in awful state of suffering.
Margarida: How can you see them?
Medium: It is awful indeed. Some of them are insensible to what happens around them.
Others have their astral field quite damaged; others were brought carefully in buckets or basins,
such was the disintegration of their perispiritual constitution.
Margarida: Our readers may wonder how it is possible transport a dissolved perispiritual
body in buckets or basins.
Most of them may think it is mental creation either by medium or other insane mind. We
state for those whose eyes to see, the more painful the situation seem, no matter how much it
reminds us terror films, believe or not, it is a spiritual reality. The dialogue continues:
Margarida: Ask him what he wants from us.
Medium: He said he needs of healthy energies to his patients.
Margarida: I wonder if the deformed spirits could speak through our mediums.
Medium: He answers positively for those able to incorporate in order to restore them.
Others receive energies, without incorporation, because they lost their identity, the astral body. It
is not easy understand and explaining other people about the subject still unknown taking place in
another dimension. For that reason, our evolved brothers in the name of the Great Universal White
Fraternity and Lord Jesus ask us to pass along this good news.
Let us continue the dialogue.
Margarida: Why did he choose our Group?
Medium: He did not find another Group as good as this one.
Margarida: Is only our group helping him?
Medium: No, there are other Brazilian Groups contributing with Dr. Nagai. He says Brazil is
helping more than other countries.
Margarida: How did he find us?
Medium: Entities of this Spiritist House has invited him. He told us, at each celebration in
front of "Pantheon" to remind the fatidic day, instead love and peace, are feelings of hate,
revenge, resentment and sorrow involve the victims hindering them the recovery. He also assures,
he will not rest, until recover the last patient, even if takes him centuries.
Margarida: Many brothers were lovingly assisted by the mediums with vibrations of
fraternity, health and peace on that night.
First, we give a brief biography on Doctor Paulo Nagai who lived ahead the time, for those
that only know of him now.
Then, we present the message that encouraged our “Grupo de Estudos Ramatis to study a
subject still little known.
"The Bells of Nagasaki" is Dr. Paulo Nagai´s autobiography written after the atomic bomb
explosion on August 8, 1945 in Nagasaki City, Japan.
On that fatidic day, he was teaching at Medicine University as renowned teacher at nuclear
studies, nearby where the terrible hecatomb took place.

He survived 5 years and, even very sick, he studied, made researches and shared with
friends the effects of radioactivity in humans, beginning in his own body already awakened and
sick, because, times before the tragedy, he suffered with leukemia resulted from his nuclear
experiments.
While reading his book, much more affection, tenderness and respect we felt about that
humble, honest and responsible human being.
Being always faithful to his duties, as medical and scientist have sacrificed daily his poor life
in favor of others.
Paulo Nagai, now spirit, he always sought ideals of fraternity preached by Jesus, “you ought
to help other brothers as if they were yourselves.” While reading his book, I felt myself in an
"oasis" where most of creatures usually live their unalterable and permanent routine of indifference
with others around them.
As young man, he was materialistic. Later, he embraced the Christian Moral. Married, two
children and beautiful was his daily family life. He was scientist, and above all humble man.
Below, we transcribe part of the last chapter of his book.
"[...] is an atom large? My son Makoto still at Primary School asks.
Ah, not! It is tinny, hundreds thousands smaller than one centimeter in diameter.
He continues with his questions; I tell him about nucleus, neutrons and others.
Son: could the atoms be used, other than to make bombs?
Nagai: Of course, my son, we can use it for various purposes. If we blow up it slow,
gradually, its energy move ships, trains, airplanes without coal, oil or electricity. No more we need
heavy machines and people live happily.
Son: Does it mean, one day, atoms will move everything?
Nagai: Yes, your sister Kayano and you are living at Atomic Era (Dr. Paulo's wife died
during the atomic explosion).
[...] The children sleep. Dr. Paulo Nagai continues thinking: Is mankind happy or unhappy
"in the atomic age? What will man do with this double-edged sword hidden in the Universe by
God, but men discovered it now.
Its correct use may improve so much our civilization; its misuse will destroy the world. It
depends on man's free will.
Men have their destiny in the hands. Thinking about it, a terror wave invades us and to me
a true religious spirit is the only warranty in this field."
Here is another transcription of his book:
"Heaven forbid us in thinking on another war with an atomic bomb that would destroy all
humanity. From our poor houses nearby Urakami, in Nagasaki City, we ask everybody on Earth:
Give up the war!
Let us share with the universal fraternity. Knelt down on ashes of this atomic field, let us
pray so that Urakami is the latest victim of atomic bomb."
With those profound words, he concluded his book.
By the way, on that time, he still ignored the worst bomb effects on the fourth dimension
and in everything else.
This subject requires profound meditation.
We received the message below on August 8, 1994.

12 - The Fatidic Day
Everything was silent. It was only heard, once in a while, the snore of aircrafts. The whole
city seemed to foresee that something very serious would happen.
Everything was silent as announcing great storms.
The whole nature seemed at alert. No breeze blew among trees. That silence provoked
fear. A deathly silence invaded the whole atmosphere.
Disembodied spirits wandering next to earthly surface felt the imminent danger.

At the exact moment to be launched the first ogive, even before reaching the soil, those
spirits run desperately not knowing which direction take, and closer the sensitive creatures, they
transmitted them unbalance and despair. It was total anarchy.
They knew that death was coming, but did now, neither where it would come from nor who
would bring it.
A hell of fire, bloodshed and poverty took over my poor city.
Even today, the deepest fibers of my soul suffer in sadness and despair.
How much pain God! How much sadness, Lord!
How long will those images populate my sleep?
How long will I suffer of terrible nightmare?
Only God knows and help me.
I was helped by fraternal hands soon after the tragedy.
They cured my spirit, perispirit or astral body, but I still bring alive in my heart, scars of so
painful time.
Now, I ask Jesus to help my brothers, many of them still in a deplorable state, a half-century
after the tragedy.
By divine mercy, I am part of Paulo Nagai's Team, and I ask the Father another opportunity
to continue working for my brothers' rehabilitation.
May God always bless us!
Ling, 08/08/1994
13 - The Clandestine Load
Astral trip: without my physical body, I was at the farthest corner of Russia. I have seen a
truck transporting something like a Russian rocket maybe equipped with ogivas or bacteriological
bomb. That is all I can say.
The vehicle moved slowly carrying a heavy load through a difficult road on the slopes of a
mountain, when a huge avalanche came down in a slow way, as if it were under control.
It involved the truck sliding slowly until valley bottom a valley surrounding the road. Soon
after, ruins and land covered the deadly load.
In implementing this process, the mass was dragged by a large “ring of light” coming from
three spaceships that floated over the region. It was dawn in those areas. To my thinking, it was a
clandestine load, because the truck did not travel in the daytime for not be noticed.
Margarida: This astral trip was result of some fact emerged at the meeting in our “Grupo de
Estudos Ramatis” on January 28, 1994. After the usual meditation, the consulting medium told us
that our extraterrestrial friend, Ma-Hyr had appeared quickly in a spaceship, greeted him and
asked about the book, "Petals of Light.” She and her companions left in a hurry, as if they had an
emergency.
On the following Monday, Ma-Hyr appeared and said via medium, they were in a hurry to
make disappear the truck.
Days later, our companion was taken back to the accident place, where saw several
people, military, technicians and others experts at nuclear energy with devices looking for the truck
disappeared mysteriously not captured by any sign of radioactivity sign, as if the vehicle and load
had disappeared into space.
Soon after, the extraterrestrial beings showed the buried vehicle covered with a type of
phosphorescent substance that prevented the passage of energy to outside.
January 31, 1994.
14 – Radioactive Energies Recycling Plant
Astral trip: It was about 6 p.m. the coordinator and I were under meditation, when I had an
insight to volitate over our Spiritist House and I crossed through the wall, like a liquid. From the
little garden, I went straight to the roof, as if I were in an elevator invisible. Yet, as if I were free into
space, I saw myself sit down on a bus-bed chair. Seconds later, I was already in a small

spaceship, in a form of overlapping plates, where Ma-Hyr, our Extraterrestrial friend waited for me.
The spaceship seemed moving as rapid as thought.
We arrived at the extreme edge of the “Geographic Universe” delimited by the Great
Universal White Fraternity, where our Solar System was. Then, the spaceship was orbiting around
a huge ring, like liquid crystal that filtered the star light coloring it as light in a diamond.
My instructor said that was purifying the atmosphere contaminated by nuclear radiations.
I asked my instructor if the purpose was to clean up Planet Earth. She replied it was built
long ago to aid other planets.
First, she showed me something like syringes fixed in the Earth’s surface, in a place like
wilderness in the U.S.A.
Then, she explained the syringes were made with a material of great attractiveness of
nuclear energy in a state of disintegration: stored, collected and taken to the transmutation ring
used in a process similar to Cosmic Alchemy.
After that, she said, the Greatest Nations that so long dominate nuclear energy, they no
longer control their experiences and secret projects too expensive known by few people already
died or retired without transmitting the knowledge to another person.
Later, she told our companion that most of projects, real bombs remain alive among
peoples, identified only under secret codes kept by the “International Organizations” likewise
dangerous toys for adults, abandoned and without control by Public Secret Service. It happens in
the Soviet countries, afterwards the former Communist Power.
Read below more information about the subject.
You cannot even imagine the amount of experiments existent in this situation, the worst
ones in the former USSR.
As far as I understood, this is one of most difficult tasks for our extraterrestrial brothers in
our world. I also believe the extraterrestrial team would not be completely safe to perform such
work.
At times, I judge them excessively careful to deal with nuclear problem, maybe for not
contaminate the astral plane and others kingdoms, and any cleaning work would be above our
understanding, mainly when reached spirits of living beings.
Finally, the Instructor told us that after the separation of Russian Union, the spatial
guardians increased in those regions, because of lack of financial and human resources to rule the
nuclear arsenal existent over there.
Again, she showed me scene of the truck transporting something like nuclear equipment,
which route had been intercepted by a snow avalanche provoked by a "flying saucer."
For weeks, the truck remained buried in the valley and found without the nuclear load.
Because of general panic, men judged better think the load had been removed even before the
disaster.
She told me, the load had been taken for the Cosmic Alchemy Center. The place where the
plant was should not be classified as polluted area, for not offering risks for the local workers.
They are recycled energies emerged because of primitive forces, abundant energies present in
the Universe, however, no more existent on earthly surface. I understood they are energies
already cleaned and recycled, are incompatible with our environment causing damages.
June 3, 1994
15 – Labyrinths of Fire
Astral trip: I have seen covered with ice the Indigenous Sacred Field in USA. Even in the
respective astral plane, its center was marked by explosions of nuclear experiments with endless
fire contrasting with its physical state.
Then, I have seen saw flames with special shapes of human beings.
To my thinking, they were disembodied Indians protecting the Holy Field. Even running risk,
they did not abandon the place and the explosions reached them.
On that day, by astral trip, I could see when fire in the United States of America and in
Europe became uncontrollable catastrophes fed on "Elementals of fire" that cannot yet be
dominated by friends of the astral plane.

Later, in Tibet, rapidly I saw Masters of the Great Universal White Fraternity discussing
about nuclear race in the East. The Masters seemed very worried trying to interrupt the process
even before a problem of irreversible solutions could occur.
I have also have seen at three-dimension way, a global projection with a red circle around
China, Korea and Japan regions. From that red circle left rays like claws.
Later in Europe, I saw “Ma-Hyr´s team” with a spaceship rescuing a family group in
Sarajevo. Probably were extraterrestrial beings incarnated for special missions on earth, but had
disembodied due to impossibility of moving forward or were rescued still in physical body. In
another opportunity, I ask Ma-Hyr on that episode.
June 10, 1994
16 –San Andreas's gap (USA)
Astral trip: Ma-Hyr took me as far as the control room of spaceship that seemed empty. She
showed me a video about the USA West Region.
In its epicenter was San Andreas's gap. It seemed a thick root from which left different roots
like a fantastic hair. Then, I saw regions from North to South of America. At east was a wilderness
region, maybe, Nevada immersed in the Pacific Ocean.
First, Ma-Hyr told me that group intended clean up the gap so that other earthquakes did
not concentrate forces in a small epicenter in California. The strength should disperse throughout
the breathing channels avoiding larger damages.
Then, she said the experiments, either subterranean or in the seas, with nuclear explosions
had obstructed those natural trails. She confirmed the tremors slightly felt in different Brazilian
Regions resulted of that work.
Later, she said that action had been taken because of the World Cup with large
concentration of people, but not involved in collective karma. The subterranean nuclear explosions
had caused the worst damages on earth. At that time of experiments, they protected a big
subterranean city in USA, so that the radiation not affected those cities.
The nuclear disarmament impelled them to clean the channels so that Earth could breathe
again.
June 10, 1994
17 – The Planet’s breathing channels
Astral trip: Ma-Hyr took me to visit a big cave hermetically closed by extraterrestrial beings
to prevent nuclear radiation spreading.
When we left the place, Ma-Hyr was dressed similar to divers with two cylinders tied on the
backs.
I was in my astral body, but I did not see myself in special clothes.
In that dark cave, we floated free into the air.
I saw tiny particles like dust in the air emitting a greenish light. I did not feel well in that
place. I think many of those channels in the land seemed human veins to storage radioactive load
for not reaching the earthly surface. They were necessary, so that, when detonated that force, it
did not contaminate the regions with Elementals living closer the plane where we inhabit, and the
gap crossing through the West Coast of the USA was not dilated.
As we said, today, it requires cleaning up those air ducts on earth to avoid again
earthquake in the human history.
July 1, 1994
18 - Scream for Help
Good evening, brothers,
The arrival of Beings of other planets to earth occurred more frequently after the atomic
bomb. The earthly scientists never accepted the truth on parallel dimensions of life on Earth, as
well; they never believed the nuclear energy would affect those planes.

When the scientists of the Astral Plane became aware of the harmful effects of radiation,
they begged for help. Thence, The Great Universal White Fraternity sent external help to minimize
the damages caused by the rupture of vibrations separating the worlds interlinked in earthly
dimensions.
For you, it might seen very peculiar the resources used; but we have chosen it, by
considering the high scientific knowledge you have acquired and, most frequently we should work
invisibly in that area. In the dimension you inhabit, we could not use machines or devices neither
different the ones existent on the surface nor the mankind's historical time.
It was, as if we went back in time to reconstruct solutions of formerly, for what, many earthly
scientists already in the spiritual world helped us.
Fortunately, within a short period of time, we will be just managing the damage, repairing
and mapping the danger areas, weapons and projects forgotten or lost.
One of the saddest events you can see, which the earthly science cannot explain yet, it
refers to suicide of whales and dolphins very often hurt by the radiation of oceans and seas. This
radiation affects their neurological system, being fatal for reaching directly the survival instinct,
when they throw themselves into the coast, not accepting, return to the sea.
So many facts still happen in the astral world. That is all for today. Good night! May God
bless us working!
Arfat, an inhabitant of Stelta City, July 1, 1994.

19 - American Indians story
Clairvoyance: About ten days ago, I saw a city of a plain region astral shining upon the
corresponding physical plane.
On that day, I knew of an American Indians Tribe already disappeared, which “legend” said
that sunny plain region was inhabited by dead ones. In fact, in the spiritual world was the main city
of that tribe no more existent on earth, since long time ago. At the beginning of the nuclear
experiments, many bombs were detonated over there and reached the spiritual plane through a
rupture at fourth dimension provoked by explosions. It was a true disaster.
Today, under meditation, I saw myself in that plain region and three spaceships, at fourth
dimension flying over that region.
Ma-Hyr told me, the extraterrestrial beings continue rescuing victims in that region, in view
of slow spiritual recovery and restoration of deformed astral body.
A little before, I had seen a physical body and respective perispirit hurt by “Cesium” in
Goiania/Brazil. The vital fluid escaped through the Perispirit´s veins or holes, and soon afterwards,
the correspondent part of the physical body began a rapid deterioration process.
At once, they compared the cancer healing and nuclear resources hurting the perispirit. As
far as I understood, cancer healing only occurs, since the affected organ of the physical body is
also treated in the astral body, in an exact proportion, we cannot understand yet. By other hand,
sometimes, the spiritual healing removes the excess of radioactivity for not affect the subtle astral
body. Finally, cancer of karmic nature, as rescue, it is extirpated under exceptional cases.
Going back to the indigenous spiritual city, I understood the destruction of bodies or part of
astral body, mixing the essences by explosion very often takes the creature to irreversible
unbalance. It is because the little evolved spirit who neither understands nor accepts a second
death. In his short terrestrial journey, they consider physical and astral body above divine
essence. Thus, second death represents an obvious imbalance, first, in the destroyed part turning
the Spirit into alienated matter.
The most difficult is recovering or revive the reasoning in a spirit supposed to have lost his
essence: perispirit or astral body.
The first step to heal such spirits is the same used in Japan (in astral plane).
The spirit, divine spark, without its referential of astral body flows at random through the
new region. Firstly, we must appease the divine spark. In Japan, they used cameras with
"something" like ice to "stop" the uncontrolled movements, compared to salamanders (Elementals

of fire). From the quietness state, comes a long rest followed by treatment with embodied ones to
finally awaken them.
It is a slow attendance, individually.
When explosions in the Plain of Light occurred, most of spirits were evacuated. Some
refused help and remained as guardians of that Holy Field.
In Japan, regions near to explosions were evacuated. The spirits still in such a situation
were the embodied ones died over there.
They had their physical and perispirit destroyed, simultaneously. Although that situation
seems so serious, it makes possible easier and rapid treatment, because, in such situation, death
occurs only once to them. Indians recognize themselves as disembodied spirits, but see the
tragedy as second death.
It is worth remembering, Japan region was also favored by proximity of Tibet pouring
blessings on East.
Margarida: That complex subject was taken from Sidereal File or Akashic Registers, and
translated by a medium followed by dear friend Ma-Hyr, extraterrestrial of the Planet AstraMagiori.
April 07, 1994.
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20 – Planetary Time
Clairvoyance: I can see so many extraterrestrial spaceships surrounding the Planet Earth.
Some intraterrestrial beings prepare a world map and discuss on atomic bomb.
They project a bomb on the screen and someone says, "Men created destruction above
their constructive power.”
I can see intraterrestrial groups trying to minimize the radioactive effects.
I feel the presence of Shannyn. She is evolved spirit, one among seven guardians of the
intraterrestrial city, Light & Love placed in Amazonian Region. At once, I see a beautiful rainbow
over Rio Negro, and I hear a voice:
It urges inner renewal of human beings!
Few ones spread energy of fraternity and love. Most of them do not realize that are more
and more immersed in the mud.
They enjoy immediate welfare able to stimulate their inferior feelings during the empty
Sunday Cults where expose their vanity.
Brothers, it is subtle the planetary moment!
From present attitudes comes future progress or abrupt painful changes. God Almighty
pours his blessings on Earth, and patiently waits his children's awakening.
Be in Peace with Jesus!
Joanna of Angelis, 12/21/02
21 - Invisible effects of atomic bomb
All hatred and revolt became "workmanship" materializing these feelings. Once detonated,
its destructive power devastates the matter affecting the subtle astral plane.
It means so much damage to the Planet and mankind.
Life becomes sterile wherever the destructive force arrives.
It burns and impels life to disappear.
The lost energy takes thousands of year revitalize itself. Thence, a vacuum created starts
representing imbalance, and, consequently, suck the restoring energies to itself, as a centripetal
force converging every vibration able to reconstitute its vibrational field pertinent to life.
Then, the earthly magnetism is changed, due to larger amount of energy in the place, like a
skin pulling back while healing the wound, and gradually returning its original color and form of
health and balance.
New wounds should not appear. Many of present conflicts would be avoided, if larger part
of vital energy was not directed to recover the physical and astral wounds.
Medium: You remind me of Brother Paul, the Apostle.
Answer: I am myself.
Paulo of Tarsi, 01/04/2002
22 – Consequences of atomic bomb
Clairvoyance: I and some spiritual friends have seen and received the following audiovisual
revelations on atomic bomb:
- Where nuclear bombs exploded, people had their Perispirit (astral body partial or totally
destroyed, and consequently unable to reincarnate.
- Spirits unable to get human shape, they very often incarnate as trees, vegetables or
minerals. They show themselves slippery like water leaking from side to side of the planet failing in
density.
- Need of large number of spiritual brothers to assist the victims by bombs explosion. I saw
a fantastic group necessary for such task.
- Rescue Parties of other planets are often required for the time they want avoid.
05/ 25/1987
Note: Read “Still on Nuclear explosion" in our book "The Extraterrestrials and Us” Vol. I, p. 149.

23 – Disastrous effects of atomic bomb
Even the tragic event did not avoid so much human violence and destruction.
The power of hatred in those destroyed hearts is similar to destructive bomb.
We continue working the destroyed astral bodies; kingdoms of Nature deeply affecter for
thousands of years. We did not get to neutralize the hatred in each Japanese heart. The material
reconstruction victory does not correspond to inner imbalance transmitted from generation to
generation.
The apparent peace cannot be definitive, since the people remain immersed in hatred only
able to be undone in another planetary house.
The collective hatred built by Americans in this Planet, specifically referred to Japanese
people only disappears by confrontation in another planetary cycle.
Brothers, let us work so that the earthly souls learn on pardon that precedes Love among
creatures. We continue working even to awaken only one soul, on behalf of Lord Jesus, whose
words mean balm for sick souls immersed in unhappy feelings.
The complex and long work for reconstruction of victims' astral bodies after the
atomic explosions continues. The terrestrial scientists ignore this subject, as well as so
many humans do not understand life yet, beyond that seen through advanced
microscopes.
Earthly people, we must love one another, Jesus teaches us. Only through love, we can
surpass the material borders and ascend spiritually as happy souls.
We always say thanks for High Entities for opportunity to help other brothers.
Blessed be Jesus!
Paulo Nagai, brother in Christ, 08/05/2005
Margarida: Dr. Paulo Nagai one survivor after the atomic bomb of Nagasaki and died little time
later. He left his book "The Bells of Nagasaki” widely published and known.

24 – The Cause and Effect Law
Brothers in Christ,
This difficult time faced by the Blue Planet, it was already foreseen, since Lord Jesus
stepped on earth for His mission of unconditional Love.
Men insanely have crucified the Consoler.
The atomic explosion was just a karmic segment from Laws of Cause and Effect. In the
past, peoples linked to barbaric crimes were burned and destroyed.
A few centuries ago, despotic, sadistic inquisitors, in the name of laws and religions, they
threw brothers into bonfires destroying families and communities. The executioners in the past
are victims today.
Surely, God Father who is fair and merciful does not determine to his children "paying
someone with his own coin.” However, the karmic ties result from lack of love to the neighbor,
petrified feelings, material attachments and wild instincts, thus closing the scenery, as happened
with America and Japan after the atomic bomb explosion.
Thus suffered civilizations remain.
It is enough to watch TV, read magazines and newspapers to think over the "Great Nations"
in this karmic process and planetary rescue.
Earth fed on dark energy of mundane passions awaits its anti-Christian brothers.
God almighty of infinite wisdom, He gathered into contrasting Nations, adverse Continents
in moral values and socioeconomic power, similar civilizations in tune with little individual
differences, because similar hearts and minds inexplicably meet daily at this end of time toward
the Great Planetary Transition.
We wish Peace and love to you all!
Paul of Tarsi, 08/09/2005
25 – Awful Nightmare
Clairvoyance: It was on Monday, August 8, 1994, I was meditating for the first part of the
work, when a large number of spirits in tatters penetrate the meeting room. They all were burned,
some deformed and others completely damaged.
Many of them were brought by dear beings, into pieces, like jelly in buckets, basins or pots,
because the astral body was totally damaged.
Some were lost, ignoring their own situation. They still sought their relatives, without
success, due to their insane state and bodies completely deformed.
They all were brought by Paulo Nagai, who is working hard to help his brothers, victims of
the atomic bombs in his country, in 1945. He showed me Hiroshima Square, with a monument to
remind the holocaust. He told me, when people joined to address prayers to victims, many spirits
still lost and crazy tried to destroy the monument and silence the prayers, in order to forget the
nightmare and abandon the place.
Dr. Nagaí recommended us prayers to stop the celebration of painful memories.
Finally, we prepared a large table in the astral plane so that the Mediums assisted those
spirits.
August 8, 1994
26 – Water sanitation
Clairvoyance: During the second meditation, someone not so tall, thin, tapered ears
dressing in green clothes, as a second skin, he took me as far as Japanese Sea.
We were in a vehicle like a glass dome with external device like a giant spider. It should
control the atomic radiation in that place.
In some places, water was dark with a layer like toxic substance.
There was no life in those polluted regions.
From the glass dome was made a graphic registering the local pollution.

In other places, water was cleaner. My companion left from the glass dome to identify the
less polluted places where he put something like crystal to clean it faster in order restart the
vegetable life. After identified the places, other beings spread seeds in order to restart life over
there.
Finally in other places, water was almost clean with radiation level already acceptable to
certain kind of life.
My companion, whose name I do not know told me about the intense work that should
require long time and help coming from submarine worlds.
August 8, 1994
27 – Visit of a Buddhist Monk
Clairvoyance: I was on Tuesday, August 9, 1994; Mrs. Margarida was applying the
magnetic passes and talking of a day before, when a Buddhist Monk approached with a big book
of dark cover in the hand. He sat down at “lotus position" right against the table and wrote down
the victims' names of the Japanese holocaust. He thanked Dr. Paulo Nagai for visiting our Spirit
House and finished with the Christian prayer.
During the Christian Prayer, I could hear the sound touching the desperate victims of the
explosion.
After finished the work, he closed the book, put it on a shelf of living room and went away.
(Of course, the book and shelf only existed in the astral plane).
Next to Mrs. Margarida was the brother in gray-silver clinging clothes, with a gas mask on
the face and a gray stone on forehead. He composed the Rescue Party and came to thank the
Leader and other brothers for welcoming him in a loving way.
August 9, 1994
28 – Dialogue between Margarida and Mr. Nagai
Margarida: Why did not you make that work times before?
Dr. Paulo Nagai: Due to lack of communication with mediums of this House, we could not
bring our sick brothers here.
M: Does it refer to the chapter in the book “Petals of Light.”
Nagai: Not exactly. The theme is very important and everyone should know about the
atomic bomb effects in the astral plane.
M: Do you mean we have correctly published that book?
Nagai: Yes, it is very important for us, as revelation, which demands courage to make it
public.
M: Thanks to God, courage does no lack me, despite the scarce resources.
Medium: Mrs. Margarida praises him with wise words of courage, fraternal love, as a
scientist who only worked in favor of others, and he never used his wisdom and intelligence for the
evil.
Dr. Nagai also thanked Margarida´s words, in a sweet and touching way, but affirmed he
did not deserve so much.
Then, Dr. Nagaí explains he has been assisting his brothers for long time until God allows
him assist the last victim of the bombs, no matter it takes centuries.
Margarida: Why did you choose our Group?
Nagai: There are other groups with us all over the world. Nevertheless, in Brazil, we can
find a large number of Rescue Parties like this one with energy necessary, so that we begin the
work to recover the victims.
M: Then, you have many groups working with you. Do not you?
Nagai: Yes, we need a lot of energy from the physical plane to those brothers.
M: Are there brothers of other planets helping you?
Nagai: Yes, we have extra-intraterrestrial beings, good at nuclear energy since the time of
Atlantis, helping us to revitalize the astral bodies of the victims.

Our intraterrestrial brothers helped by a spiritual team from Old Egypt including Akhenaton
and Ramses use most of the energy for the restoration of patients. This way, they help us so much
with the occult knowledge of that time.
Medium: Dr. Paulo Nagai thanked Margarida for her loving words; he blessed everyone
engaged in that cause, including our GESJ, and said good-bye.
August 8, 1994
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29 - Painful vision of those brothers
Clairvoyance: I saw several spirits disincarnated during the atomic explosion in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki taken to a living room where we were reading the book: "The Bells of Nagasaki" by
Paulo Nagai. He was following the group and listened to us reading about survivors of that
explosion.
They all were attentive and deeply touched by the lecture, when some of them described
what have lived in Japan in that time.
Then, when we began the mediumistic service, Dr. Paulo Nagai began reporting on one
victim at that time.
As far as I understood, Mrs. Nagai submitted those spirits under therapy of past life so that
abandoned the inertia and could face the reality.
It was a very difficult task, because of painful vision of those beings in a catatonic state
impelled to remember such painful scenes.
How indescribable suffering at that moment!
December 19, 2008
30 – First Spirit speaks on Nagasaki tragedy!
Brothers, for long time, we did not hear the birds singing, but only explosions.
Thus, we thought more and more on bombs exploding and remembering us on those
painful moments.
In our hearts, we still bring the bale of ignorance, for not understanding the reason the
human cruelty reached us in such way.
I do not remember about the events happened after the atomic explosion, but during the
therapy, they showed us after death thrown violently out of the physical body with our silver strings
torn that provoked countless disturbances.
The following drama turned in deep sadness.
Many of them after the painful physical death, they rose terrified due to the explosion
effects. That gray, strange, hot wind full of thick substances seemed to sweep the Earth.
Before so many dead we thought to be still alive running and screaming because of burning
pain; bodies mutilated also running making us believe we dwelt a terrifying earth of dreams.
From the High, big birds flew among clouds of fire and smoke; they seemed to come down
on us. In fact, they were extraterrestrial spaceships that crossed unharmed the tower of smoke
and energy to rescue people on earth; however they terrified even more the surviving spirits.
Lot of them remained inert on the ground attached to the physical body. They seemed to
refuse the new condition of life.
There was silver light involving these ones sleeping. Men astronauts were seen in the
contaminated regions. They were doctors of other planets dressing in special garments looking for
victims in need of help.
Even thus, massacres were larger than help offered. A morbid silence involved everything.
Only screams, cries or moans dared to cut the air.
It was screaming of Japanese dead at the exact moment of the explosion.
December 19, 2008
Lecture by Dr. Paulo Nagai I
Historically, mankind will be remind forever the day, when the power of hate spread poverty
reduced the human condition into piles of corpses or agglomerate of gelatinous cartilage.
For a long time, we only heard expressions of torments and pain!
Birds and Nature were silenced.
Now, again, I can hear the sounds of Arts, children laughing and playing, people working,
as if I were rediscovering the meaning of life.
Gradually, we leave behind those painful moments.
Nevertheless, Earth in itself brings registers of bloodshed, as power of the human ignominy.
Free from such memories will be those who become vehement opponents of war, messengers of
peace and harmony, fraternity, Warriors of Light.

They clean up the body; they remove the debris and restore the cities, but never remove
the marks impinged by the free will in the creatures' soul.
We hope, never again human hands deflagrate such horror to other brothers!
Doctor Paulo Nagai died years after the atomic bomb explosion in Nagasaki.
December 12, 2008
31 – Second Spirit speaks on Nagasaki tragedy!
Medium: Another brother said:
Pain, so much pain hurts my soul.
What have I done to feel so much pain?
God abandoned us!
I cannot eat, sleep; I only feel terrible pain in my unhappy life.
I want die, but I cannot.
December 19, 2008
32 – Third Spirit speaks on Nagasaki tragedy!
We are so many spirits, whose memory still fails. We are speechless. Horror still occupies
almost all our thoughts.
Dr. Paulo is taking care of us.
I still feel much pain. My body still resists heal the wounds of that explosion.
When I remember about it, my body bleeds again. We must remember, without suffering so
much so that the healing comes sooner.
The last time I saw my arm falling, I was terrified again. I wished die, but I am already dead,
as well as thousands of brothers.
No more use bomb; no more manufacture bombs so that the will of using them does not
dominate you.
None of you can neither understand nor imagine what we had experienced.
Clairvoyance: That spirit died by the atomic bomb explosion in a Japanese City during the
Second Great World War, he had visible sutures in articulations of the inferior and superior
members, even his head seemed sutured on the neck. While reminding of his painful past life,
threads of blood flowed from the wounds.
December 19, 2008.

33 - Hearts deprived of Sublime Presence of God
Clairvoyance: Extraterrestrial brothers penetrated the big room with different devices in the
hands. The room was overcrowded with more than eighty Japanese beings assisted by Doctor
Paulo Nagai. Then, Dr. Samuel (one of two doctors of GESJ) explained, when those spirits
became aware of what had happened to them, they filled their hearts with hatred hindering the
recovery. Some of them suffered more after had retaken the conscience. He told us, it is easier to
assist the spirit rescued in unconscious state, because when the spirit recovers the conscience,
he/she can be dominated by feeling of gratitude for the help or hate due to suffering. Everything
depends on the evolutionary state that is the soul.
Then, I heard the Instructor as follows:
Those beings disincarnate in a violent way are under karmic determinism. Difficult is the
awakening that demands attention by the Spiritual Instructors and Guides. It is the decisive
moment for the spirit makes easier or more difficult his treatment, in agreement with inner vibration
on that moment.
In an atmosphere of disorder and rebelliousness could incite more revolt; while in
harmonized atmosphere, the wise words from faithful hearts to the sick brothers mean a path of
renewal, turning the pain into benefits to the soul.

After the brothers awakening, they receive precious explanation helped by extraterrestrial
doctors commanded by Doctors of Orion with advanced spiritual treatment.
An Spiritual Instructor, 12/26/2008
Clairvoyance: First, I can see lights similar to laser or super sonic waves applied in each
obtaining relief for their suffering.
Then, in the dining room, they receive vital energies and after that go sleep.
Doctor Samuel spoke as follows:
This kind of lecture, as treatment followed by meal and restoring sleep repeat until the
doctors has concluded that stage.
Later, they undergo a psychotherapeutic assistance and work and finally compose our
Rescue Parties.
Medium: How long does it last?
Dr. Samuel: Each brother takes around six months to conclude the treatment.
Medium: How many groups have?
Dr. Samuel: Firstly, for our group, ten groups with eighty Japanese People.
Medium: Why did you choose our group? Are there others groups?
Dr. Samuel: Firstly, here we have advanced devices even for the most difficult subtle
repairs.
Medium: Do you mean equipments brought from other planets?
Dr. Samuel: Yes, the spiritual exchange with Extraterrestrial and intraterrestrial workers
brought countless benefits, while the Groups attached to inexplicable prejudice lose so much.
As other groups, you know of larger number of deaths during the atomic explosions with
uncontrollable radiation effects on survivors that later disincarnated also affected by the atomic
explosion.
So many spirits were invited to assist those souls. After the First Aid, other groups were
composed by Spiritual Instructors for individual assistance.
Those patients here assisted by Dr. Paulo Nagai were those immediately affected by the
second impact of the atomic explosion.
Medium: Could you repeat?
Dr. Samuel: As reference for spiritual assistance, we described the atomic bomb
effects into three different phases: the first impact pulverized the material bodies
disorganizing the molecular structures of the inferior astral and mental bodies. The second
with violent effects, besides of burning, strong winds, vacuum and pressure experienced
and third, which effects of pressure and vacuum became radioactive waves.
Medium: Where are the brothers who experienced first impact of bomb?
Dr. Samuel: It is not time yet to show them to you. For the time being, the High only let you
know about the treatment for those brothers, so that you recall what the human intelligence is
able, when associated to cold hearts deprived of compassion, love and of the Sublime Presence
of God.
We expect, the revelations sent to you can also heal the blindness caused by pride, and
wounds resulted from selfishness.
We are brothers, no matter if coming from inside or outside the Earth, from this or that
country or city, born in this or in that family.
Our Father is God. Earth is our House.
We must love each other, as brothers.
Doctor Samuel, 12/26/2008
34 - Dr. Paulo Nagai's lecture II
Clairvoyance: Again, Paulo Nagai speaks for Japanese Group present is our GESJ. It
seemed the same group present in the last lecture, as follows:
Brothers, we know how painful those memories are, however, there is no time to avoid
them for you.
Brothers, here, we let you know why evil and pain destroyed your bodies.

From now on, your recovery depends on awareness you have about the facts.
Seek to balance your hearts avoiding vile emotions.
God is fair, and no pain is in useless, larger or worse it seems.
Recover your senses, after long period of mental alienation. Accept your own condition, and
work immediately for adaptation to new lifestyle.
We need of so many people able to stand suffering so that help others, because humans
may face longer suffering.
Strong affliction and subtle damages affect your astral or perispiritual body, but you are
ready to retake the consciousness and right path. Sooner, others brothers beg for your fraternal
help, intelligence and warlike experience.
While we have time, let us enlighten the mind that appeases with feelings of love able to
forgive and forget everything.
God Father is with us!
Paulo Nagai, 12/26/2008

35 – Our humbly thank our extra-intraterrestrial brothers.
We are working in the reconstruction of bodies.
We use the matrix to compose and restore bodies destroyed by atomic bombs.
This subtle work requires so much attention followed by experienced Sidereal Engineers.
We deal with chemical substances of substances that make up this subtle matter to the
organic shapes for maintenance of life in the dimension you are. Through the “Akashic Registers",
we arrived at their ascending physical bodies with their more common features over incarnations,
since the monad (spiritual core or soul).
Great is love and generosity of Celestial Beings engaged in solving the complex problems
that appear at each reconstruction of bodies.
We humbly thank our brothers brought here in buckets and basins, even without hope of
getting a body.
Nevertheless, no Being is deprived from blessings of God who is in Heaven always guiding
us to new restart.
Paulo Nagai, 12/26/2008
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36 - Without borderlines, there is no reason for bombs
Clairvoyance: with astral body, I saw myself in Japan, maybe in Nagasaki, soon after the
atomic explosion. I could see dispersed, pieces of torn clothes stained with blood. There was also
bloodshed on the ground amidst of pink flowery trees over there.
Then, a strange feeling of love and pain involved me, as if I felt the land beneath my feet.
Perhaps, for that reason, I blocked the mind and returned to physical body.
Again, I tried meditating, when I saw a couple of elderly Japanese smiling tenderly. I was
strong emotion of joy and nostalgia mingled with pain and clairvoyance of collective deaths by the
atomic explosions. Again, I could not meditate; when memories invaded me about that elderly
couple I knew them from somewhere.
Then, I heard a Spirit saying:
Sister, you do not refuse in making public the war horrors.
Scenes of barbarism cannot be avoided under penalty of human beings have wild instinct
above their human condition.
You have lived for long time in Japan, thence the pain hurting your heart whenever we see
such awful pictures.
While we were walking in the Japanese soil at that time after war, in your mind gradually
came pictures of mountains, sunset, birds, the peach tree flowers and feet touching the ground
that unchained memories of values such as honor, courage and love in those lands, in past
incarnations, we cannot reveal yet.
You have seen your grandparents that lovingly prepared you to become warrior, when
women would not dare do it, and you rescued men under your command.
They discovered and made you prisoner for having deceived them. You survived for having
saving lot of lives, but were banished forever from your homeland.
After dying your grandparents no more seen, you also fragile as a flower harvested. Only
now, with astral body, you cry touched by the memories.
Among lot of incarnations you lived, various were in Japan that attracts you so much. But
you were designated to reincarnate under strict surveillance, in other lands, to continue the
imperative progress and, today, Divine Mercy allowed you go back to your beloved homeland
Medium: the brother stops speaking directly to me and gives the message:
Men from various Nations, like this young woman has lived various incarnations in different
countries experiencing culture, values, ties of love and friendship among brothers, parents,
children, grandparents and all types of relationship.
You left behind dear ones and given the imperative of your progress, like her, you also
abandoned the past to reconstruct the future.
My brothers, but the past is still alive in those lands you loved so much, where still live your
descendants, friends and dear ones.
As you see, heart does not know borderlines!
Just forgetfulness, essential for reincarnation separate you from your dear ones.
Tolerance among people takes as principle, the Law of Reincarnation, and not having
barriers among you, why some of you think you are better or superior than others?
You must look at each other as brothers that you are indeed.
Celebrate as brothers, likewise Father who his lost son, and look after one another, as
Jesus taught us.
At the end of the destruction, who would like live amidst the ruins?
Observe the history so that it serves as lesson in the future. Be patient and let compassion
inhabiting your hearts. Do not expect experience the terrible effect of the war to reject them.
Without borderlines, there are no reasons for bombs and other weapons. There will be still
lot of work and everyone can survive in a healthy way.
Scientists beware of your inventions! There is neither glory nor praise in selling intelligence
to butchers! It is like selling services to the butcher to count blows in undoing the animal corpses.
At the end, you can see, you are not besides brothers, even if you have to fulfill the sacred
path of mortal pain to free you from arrogance, prejudice and violence.
The Advent of the Atomic Bomb made us victims still suffering its effects.

Thus, we wanted the world knew of our impressions, as disembodied spirits, so that
everyone could understand and thought about so much destruction.
If we could shout to you, we would say, stop war! It does not worth!
The cherry trees bloom again, but the soil is still bloodstained and every time it raises a
weapon against brother, the planet dies a little more.
Even as privileged specie, men did not recognize yet their divine identity, letting only reflect
their wild image, through their irrational, insane actions.
Like the birds in the sky, you should cross through continents, as if you were at
home celebrating among brothers.
He, who acts this way, he will be gathered in a family led by one leader inhabiting in a
planet without borderlines full of peace, love and fraternity among brothers.
One fair, Merciful God governing the Planet, where nothing will lack to men finally tamed by
pain will know that God created us in His image and likeness just to love one another.
At this time, we will be gathered in Peace of Lord Jesus.
Paulo Nagai, 01/02/2009
37 – Wake up patriotic ones!
Wanted the Father at this time of purification on earth, we worked hard to rescue our
patriotic brothers still magnetized to the Nation that no more exists in its exuberance and ideals, as
the Eastern philosophy predicted.
They are dear friends, brothers, companions ignoring the fraternal help. They remain
attached to their houses, passion and work, as if they were in the matter. Some of them are in
insane state. Others still screaming for help, not recognizing the help has already arrived. Others
terrified ones abandon the intraterrestrial and extraterrestrial brothers that only seek assist the
unhappy victims of the atomic bomb.
The few ones that start understanding their situation, at high costs, they believe that so
much time already passed and regret for the time lost. Thus, they become unable to be rescued
for then help others, since they ignore the world around them.
The more fraternal hands join those there; faster will be the astral cleaning in that region.
For this, we count on those already engaged in the planetary rescue.
Wake up, patriotic brothers! This is time to work!
Be in Peace.
Paulo Nagai, 01/02/2009
38 – Past Time cannot be erased
Let us forget war to be in peace. Sensitive hearts never will forget the terrible war effects.
Only petrified hateful hearts seeking power may encourage such fratricidal action.
From the invisible planes to battlefields go wild creatures fed on suffering and bloodshed of
others.
During the atomic bomb explosion, not even the ignorant ones survived. They tumbled and
proceed aided by charitable hands of the Divine Mercy.
Thousands of souls remain attached between that moment and the past. They neither see
present nor future.
Brothers able to hear me, I ask you to cultivate inner peace, so that it involves other
brothers on earth, like the beautiful spectacle of dominoes tumbling in sequence.
It would require most of people; at least the embodied ones could sing inwardly the Peace
Hymn and this, by its turn, involved the Planet.
There are not so many people wishing spread Peace enough to end wars.
Thus, suffering continues on both planes of life.
Brothers, let us love each other, as Jesus loves us.
Let us forget sorrow and resentment; and practice pardon, for only thus have a happier
world built on solid foundation of love.

After death, Life goes intense of pain and hatred. The past time cannot be erased, but we
can build the future with work and renewal to ourselves and other brothers.
Brothers, you must bear in mind, life is not only matter. You should worship the Spirit that
commands your physical bodies. After death, only the spirit remains.
Cultivate joy in the spirit, free of unhealthy attachments. Cultivate love and pardon without
prejudice or imposition.
The spirit is free when abandons the vicissitudes and lives as Jesus taught us to "Love God
above all things and the brothers as if were yourself."
Medium: Then, he looked at an assembly of mutilated people and said:
Brothers, the bomb explosion still reflects in your bodies, but the mind is free and strong
able to impel you through will of becoming free ascending to superior planes, or remain slaves of
the past time immersed in hatred and suffering.
Get you free from hate and praise God, so that faster than you think, you will be free from
suffering.
Earthly people follow the destination they have chosen. You also must forget the past and
follow new roads now perfumed by the desire to make you free.
Jesus is alive and urges us to meet him again, since we wish to be free.
Let us forget war and struggle for Peace.
Paulo Nagai
Medium: One mutilated man as everyone who was at that meeting, in an aggressive way
asked:
Q: Does it mean we are here as mutilate suffering ones by our own will?
Medium: Patiently, Dr. Paulo Nagai replied:
A: No way, my brothers, I just wish your hearts full of joy able to see you still alive, because
life must be loved and celebrated.
Not keeping the mind attached to the past nor the heart with desire for revenge, your
spiritual bodies and souls should fulfill their destiny of natural ascension, which was interrupted by
insane actions of human beings.
Let your minds toward the horizon of peace, where the sun of hope rises to see you perfect
again, not for miracles, but after received proper treatment, with mind longing for progress and
healing.
After you have forgotten the negative feelings, the healing is accelerated to retake the path
of progress abruptly interrupted.
We cannot blame you, but the integral health, joy, peace and love only depends on you. Let
us link our minds with Jesus, the Great Doctor able to heal us.
Paulo Nagai, 01/09/2009
Medium: All remained silent with inclined heads, when few ones in that immense audience
of mutilated ones looked for the fraternal help.

39 - They tried silence men, but did not silence the spirit
Thank you, companions for addressing us words of affection and solidarity through the
weekly messages about the dramas lived in Nagasaki during the atomic bomb explosion.
The worst event occurred in the invisible plane, after the explosion.
If I knew the Spiritist Doctrine, who knows, I would have made something to comfort so
many afflicted hearts.
Suffering does not finish afterlife. They remain up now, after so long time. The effects of the
atomic bomb remain in the astral bodies, in Nature and in minds of those unhappy ones where
worship dead still remembering the explosion.
Since that time, people are not prepared to face catastrophes worldwide as stated in
schedule of Planetary Transition. A local sample not served as example for other peoples, in order
to prepare, detach themselves from material goods and people.
Unhappily, my religion did not prepare me, but the Superior Forces prepared my spirit to
overcome difficulties.

My old friends and dear ones of that city failed to maintain serenity necessary to face the
chaos in that time and nowadays.
I have been assisting the victims of the atomic bomb explosion and I know, a lot of work still
comes, given the predictions of Superior Brothers.
I count on experienced brothers with knowledge far above I could imagine after long study.
They are humble brothers teaching us in legible way of understanding, (it refers to own staff).
If I could scream worldwide, I would say: Stop and see the result of your past insanity.
Think, love, help and struggle for peacetime and better life!
But I know, the words would fall on arid soil, where little and angry voices would not touch
the petrified human hearts only longing for empowerment.
Only God in His unconditional Love and Justice can calm the tormented hearts to go ahead,
because the work in Christ’s realm only increases, but we are very happy in serving our Father
and other brothers needing more than us.
I thank our extra-intraterrestrial brothers, as well the Medical Team of the “Colonia Espiritual
Servos de Jesus” for sharing their advanced knowledge and wisdom with us.
Be in Peace!
Paulo Nagai, 01/09/2009
40 – It is difficult not cry
Sisters, we assist so many patients, but not compared the larger number after the “atomic
bomb explosion" in Nagasaki. We avoid think on the past for not falling in sadness longing to see
friends and dear ones.
But I admit while reading this simple book, tears came to my eyes and still imperfect I am, I
returned that past of pain past and incomparable loss.
I also reminded of happiness, because not everything was tears. I remembered of flowers I
took care, of each victory after death, of each friendly smile the patients addressed us for
gratitude.
In the reality I live now, it is sad to see the attachment of so many brothers revolt of others
beings with attitudes that in nothing help them.
We fight against an evil, which the earthly medicine cannot heal yet, the sick soul. Only the
work with love and desire in progressing can heal it
Usually, the sickest ones prefer the forgetfulness while sleeping than abandon the material
life. For these, we only ask the High Spirituality to awaken them sooner for loving life still present
in their bodies.
Excuse-me Margarida for not contain the tears.
May God bless us!
Paulo Nagai, 01/16/2009
Clairvoyance: I was reading the book, when I saw Doctor Paulo Nagai carefully following
the reading, between Margarida and other companion of mine.
Mentally, he remembered what we read and was transported to the mentioned place. Then,
he took me to visit the patients that could be visited: some were sleeping; others with expression
of deep suffering; others with several parts of the body burned by radiation.

41 – Nobody was born to exterminate his brother
Clairvoyance: I see Dr. Paulo Nagai dressed as a Japanese warrior. He seems a very
important person. Then, I received the following message:
I was part of the Ming Dynasty, ancient rulers of Japan. I have lot of debts with those
people.
For several incarnations, I have been quitting my debits and in this present existence, I
burned a large part of negative karma from a dark past, sad to be remembered.

When the evolved Sidereal Instructors predicted a great catastrophe for that region, old
accomplices of vile crimes were gathered against the mankind, very indebt souls with collectivities
of the past.
No creature is born to exterminate each other, in the way it is happening. But the human
madness does not have limit and, once many privileged minds created the bomb, it is because,
somehow, other insane minds imagined them using it against any enemy.
The damage provided by the atomic bomb does not have limit, and the lethal discharge
poured over my people reached the borders of extermination.
The support granted us by extraterrestrial beings of other Galaxies, with advanced
technology and knowledge has been encouraging us to restore the dissolved astral bodies
in a shorter time than we could imagine.
Brothers liquefied by the potent radiation are assisted at Spiritual Colonies, under
experienced brothers and Extraterrestrials that voluntarily answered the call of help emitted from
Earth.
We study hard to develop in ourselves, intellectual skills able to understand the process of
constructing the souls. We are far from reaching the understanding similar our evolved brothers,
but, within our limited resources, we seek those who kept their spiritual bodies, even deformed,
while others immersed in hatred, rebel against pain and deep trauma they were exposed.
Fortunately, so many hands joined us to help our afflict brothers. They often are in larger
number than those that imposed us such horror.
When we recall the past various existences left behind, and the payment of larger debts
with Divine Laws, we identify other debts we must quit now so that the doors of a new dimension
approaching, it does not break us due to bad vibration.
Unhappily, we can see people that received the bomb and others still immersed in hate,
from generation to generation, most of them may remain at the borders of third dimension and
exiled in distant lands, who knows, in the worst conditions.
Humbly, we continue helping the suffering ones full of hate and ourselves.
Now, wakened, we sorry the time lost in shadows, when we had light in the hands.
Imperative now is the work with Jesus "fishing the souls" looking for Light.
There is a lot of work, because there are many suffering ones, rebels that despite the
charitable work, they remain immersed in inferior feelings. Their spiritual bodies will be totally
cleaned from residues of radiation, but during this cleaning; we cannot reach its "inner light"
commanding the feelings.
The choice of pardon and love is only present in few people already clean and able to go
ahead making new choices.
They disdain the Light, because they cannot forgive. They stay magnetically attracted by
strong ties of hate.
In favor of all creatures, we continue with Jesus, our Lord and Guardian. We put our fear in
the hands of our Creative Father who everything can, and working, we wait a new dawn.
May Jesus bless us!
Paulo Nagai, 01/23/2009
42 - Specialized treatment
May God be with you, dear companions!
The Spiritual Colonies are very busy with activities at end of times and large number of
disembodied spirits arrived everyday.
Extraterrestrial brothers take some of the sickest patients for special treatment in other
planets prepared for that purpose.
Others a little better are taken to lectures in your group, and then begin a profound study on
Spiritist Doctrine, on extra-intraterrestrial life and other worlds. These are very important subjects
for those who want know the truth.
I know how difficult to speak to rebel ones about pardon, love and fraternity with our
enemies, but some of them already react favorably, and we go ahead.
I thank the Father for granting us wonderful work that makes us happy to fulfill.

Thank you, God, for one more day!
Paulo Nagai, 01/23/2009
43 - Paulo Nagai goes back to Japan
Beloved brothers, we had various opportunities granted by Divine Mercy to restart. Despite
our painful condition and the destructive events reducing us to anything, the Divine Spark of
strength and light, after each storm, it shines brighter than before. It rises from the ashes bringing
us to our human condition of immortal spirits.
Blessed are the Immutable Laws governing the Universe!
Blessed is the Progress reaching equally all creatures!
Blessed is Love governing our souls still weakened and imperfect!
Blessed is Fraternity putting us together as brothers to share among us, lessons of love,
kindness, resignation, perseverance, courage and humility!
We say goodbye, thankful for fraternal friendship and lessons learned these months here.
We will return to Japan’s astral field to help other spirits disembodied during the atomic
explosions. They still suffer and need our help.
If Divine Kindness allows, we return with them, to restore their astral bodies, in the same
way this group was.
Speechless we are to express our sincere gratitude to this blessed Group that received us
as brothers provided us everything we needed.
Only the Creator can reward such generous work and exchange of forces that made us
aware of our astral and mental health.
May our Creator Father always bless your with His unconditional Love!
From yours eternal debtor,
Paulo Nagai, 01/30/2009
44 – Love everything heals
Brothers, the love of Brothers more evolved than us, love of yours in offering fraternal
hands, Love of Jesus and God everything heals.
Thank you, Lord Jesus for your love and goodness with us!
It is very sad the depreciation of life.
While some people struggle for life, others destroy themselves and the neighbor.
Let us follow restoring Life!
May Jesus bless all of you!
Paulo Nagai, 02/06/2009
45 - Nothing left of me!
My name is Missô. I can remember my name.
I am feeling awful.
Not yet I saw myself in the mirror. I cannot, when I touch and feel deformed my body. It
does not scare me anymore; I try to contain the emotion.
The intense feelings I have are fear, anger, longing, regret and sorrow.
I do not know to whom asks to help me. I heard Jesus' name that touched me deeply
calming my afflicted heart.
I know Him, even without see Him, because the mere pronunciation of His name calms me.
Nothing left of me, just this sweet name makes me vibrate and feel life.
Missô, patient of Dr. Paulo Nagai, 02/06/2009

46 – Do you know the One on the cross? He is Jesus.
I am Nissen. Do I wake up after terrible nightmares, or am I under nightmares?

Generous brothers assist and ask us to appease the thought.
I cannot, because inside me, everything is burning and destruction.
I want to get rid of it all.
How long does it last? When will this torment ends?
Once, between a crisis and other, I saw a cross.
It surprised me; as if a salutary energy were restoring important connections of my
deformed body. Some memories returned and I felt better. I asked a man who took care of me to
give me a cross and so he did. I always bring it with me, as an amulet to ease my pain.
I try to obey all orders gave to me at short moments of lucidity, among endless suffering.
When I talk with that Lord on the cross, begging peace and health, I have reduced the
nightmares and sometimes I have a restoring sleep.
Thank you for hearing me. I am better.
That One on the cross is Jesus, do you know Him? Ask Him for us!
Nissen, patient of Dr. Paulo Nagai, 02/06/2009

47 - I do not know who am I, but I am longing for a home
Longing for a home, is what I feel.
I cannot recognize memories, but I feel a deep pain and anxiety. When I try to activate the
memories, again, I feel myself immersed in a dark valley hating everything and everyone.
I do not know how to control myself. Between a crisis and other, I can feel life around me. I
try to see and feel life out of me, because in my heart is a dark desert.
They call me Swlin, but this name means nothing to me. I cannot recognize myself, but I
long for a home I do not know if it is real.
I learned how to pray, but the words wander in my mind. I try, at least, repeat Jesus' name.
I feel He can help me.
I do not want remain in Darkness. I am looking for light.
Swlin, patient of Dr. Paulo Nagai, 02/06/2009

48 – Fraternal time brought us the clearest memories
We are nothing. Everything we had, even our bodies were destroyed rapidly without
bloodshed. We were melted, as plastic under the fire.
It is strange our mind can still think and express itself. Do feelings inhabit the mind? If mind
did not disappear, it may inhabit out of the material body! It is difficult to concatenate ideas.
Hate dyed us of bloodshed by the destructive power of nuclear bomb. Hate settled in us.
After the very disturbing unconsciousness time, the ones whose astral bodies still existed,
they began to wander amidst the debris, without anything understands. A deep emptiness
consumed us. We had no idea about the time in absence. After the lethargy and unconsciousness,
memories vaguely returned as flashes of distant, unreal life maybe was not ours. We could not
connect such visions with us.
The fraternal time gradually brought us the clearest memories about the events. Since then,
hate grew and dominated us against enemies that slaughtered us, and the Government that did
not react; hate for no longer meet our relatives and for total absence of meaning with that
disconnected and deformed reality.
Shapeless and without superior thought to warm us the soul, we crossed through dark
valleys and deserts, sometimes conscious, other times, not. Sometimes, we heard our names
being repeated, without knowing from where came. Anxiously, we sought to escape from that dark
place, but we only wanted revenge.
We did not know about others. We felt as the Creator had abandoned us.
The sounds of the calls were getting stronger until we noticed at distance, a flash of human
shape that repeatedly called us. With great difficulty guided by that voice, we left the dark valley.
Even without understanding clearly, I knew the dark valley was in me and then I was rescued.

Listening to readings and loving words of so many brothers that helped us, we understood
we could become normal humans again.
Everything is still somewhat confused in our mind, and sometimes, we still visit the dark
valley, however, we try to come back, whenever we hear the calling.
We are so many people now able to see each other and sometimes recognize ourselves
with joy. However, the memories very often bring us deep sadness.
Everyone is generous with us; we try to follow their guidelines. We do not know our
protecting angels, but we ask Jesus for them, as well He continues with us.
We have no idea how long this invisible friend is guiding us. We just try to follow the light
ray involving us toward recovery.
We avoid understand the profound damages suffered.
I feel tired, but the light ray involves us bringing hope and joy. We are many patients in
different stages of recovery.
We sought protection with each other for not die again immersed in unconsciousness and
pain.
We thank Jesus for so much kindness and love.
They call me Chiang Lo, but I cannot remember my name yet.
Thank you for hearing me. Now, I feel better, as if I have removed a heavy bale from my
shoulders.
Thank you.
Chiang Lo, patient of Dr. Paulo Nagai, 02/06/2009

49 - We are neither demons nor saints; just imperfect beings
Beloved brothers, after concluded the studies proposed by Leader Margarida, Leader of
GESJ, we began studying the last events about the atomic bomb.
With a great joy, we realized we are happy to be eternal spirits.
We realized the greatness and infinite love of God joined us in the city with established time
to quit the immense debit with mankind and planet. Thence, we realized the Divine Law does not
leave anybody free, under the penalty of imbalance in relation to Universal Laws.
After long time in the spiritual world, no more I put in question the reason for so much pain
and loss of dear ones like us that survived.
Now, I understand they neither were innocent sufferers nor taken to a fictitious Heaven or
eternal Hell, as we believed to be.
Now, I realize everything happens in agreement with the programmed, as well as pain of
each one was necessary to awaken them. And when they do not awaken or still put in question
the effectiveness of pain?
Brothers, suffering correspond to what was practiced by your wrong minds before so many
barbaric actions. If we only made an impartial analysis on past or present life, we would realize we
are neither "demons" nor "'saints", just imperfect beings compared to God. We still have a long
journey ahead.
As it was already said, many brothers have not yet reached this understanding, and remain
attached to “questions” and pride, however, if we told them that everything happened as it should
be, they would not believe.
As Father's help is infinite, those brothers are brought to this House for studies and
lectures. Thus, some of them, gradually, understand faster than others.
We hope your spirits and mine may understand more and more on God and life.
Be in Peace!
Paulo Nagai, 02/13/2009

50 – We are eternally grateful.
May Jesus be with you, Sisters!
With your help, many souls left from inertia to awakening enough to be assisted and freed
from that suffering state.
Wards prepared in some transitory Spiritual Colonies receive them individually after
diagnosed. This way, thousands brothers are helped.
Others remain immersed in hate, revolt and the consequent suffering due to the
rebelliousness hurting them the soul. Only God Father can help them.
Until the last hour of the Earth of Atonement, time is up to rescue those brothers
"detonated" by atomic explosion. We address them our best wishes of love and peace, and, if
Father wishes, again, we help them.
Right now, we intensify our efforts for the ones helped in wards of several Colonies by
prepared spiritual team.
Thank you for helping the victims of the atomic bomb
We are eternally grateful.
May Jesus in His Infinite Goodness and Love always bless you!
Father's Great Work requires courageous warriors to serve Him.
May Jesus bless us forever!
Paulo Nagai, 02/20/09
51 – Now, I glimpse hope
By reading the book, "The Bells of Nagasaki", I can see how increased the number of
patients able to serve the Realm of Lord Jesus.
It is visible how the explanation makes happy who were attending lectures in the Spiritual
Cologne addressed to “living and dead."
I do not see in their minds, revolt for have been abruptly removed from their ordinary life.
Now, I can see them hopeful on own progress while helping others and studying the Spiritist
Doctrine full of information, but still ignored.
As doctors, we address our gratitude; because we can see how a simple dawn of ideas
changed minds too attached to human form.
I myself and all team of Doctors are very thankful for assisting the victims of atomic bombs.
Paulo Nagai
Clairvoyance: While I received the message, I saw Dr. Paulo Nagai in silent gratitude
sending message above. He was with patients invited to the fraternal work.
Some were former-patients assisted by Doctor Nagai´s team.
On a screen, they transmitted the retrospective phase of recovery, treatment and lectures.
Each image touched deeply the audience.
April 25, 2009
52 - They asked the trials faced
May the Peace be with all of you!
Sister Margarida, it is a great joy to know of the new booklet to show the "other side" on
atomic bombs explosions.
People must understand how the Divine Plans take place on Earth, and the people
involved, in advance, asked the trials faced. That pain and suffering come in the exact measure for
awakening the indebt souls.
Now, the work with victims of those tragic explosions is accelerated, because those spirits
already better are with us assisting other patients.
This work runs under strict supervision, so that they do no waste time with lamentations
able to hinder the task fulfilled by devoted workers.
With our medical knowledge and voluntary companions, we continue helping the victims of
various catastrophes throughout the planet.

We have with us; a devoted team to fulfill the guidelines, which our evolved brothers of the
Spiritual Cologne ask us.
Karmas are accelerated and increase the number of victims at short time.
But with good will, everything is done. Joyful, we serve Jesus in helping others.
May Love and Peace be on Earth!
Paulo Nagai, 10/02/09.
Clairvoyance: While receiving the message, I could see Dr. Paulo Nagai and his wife
rescuing spirits still magnetized in regions of catastrophes.

53 - Paulo Nagai´s wife returning thanks
Peace to all!
Sister Margarida, with a great joy, I return thanks for welcoming us at this Universal School
that taught us too much. How great was our ignorance!
Soon afterlife, I suffered too much for my family, mainly husband and children.
I thought about who would look after them still so dependent of me. But good brothers
patient and lovingly aided me about the reality I lived.
They explained that Paulo Nagai and I had preterit ties and heavy debts to quit. We should
spend short time in this incarnation and, I should help him too much.
Now, in the spiritual world, we are good friends helping other brothers.
I want serve Jesus without anything waits. I study to learn and understand the Justice of
God and, with evolved instructors, I improve myself more and more.
I believe in God helping the needy ones.
May the Peace and Light be with you!
Midori, Paulo Nagai´s wife, 10/02/2009.

54 - Father looks after you; no evil reaches you
Brothers, peace and kindness among you!
Divine Providence allowed your reincarnation with all resources to face your karma.
No creature receives work superior the forces offered by the Creator. He, who has not time
to practice charity, anonymously, despite the conditions offered by the Father, he often uses free
will for own benefit in the matter with tasks of smaller spiritual importance, at times even contrary
to such priority.
It is, therefore, excuses for not serving others, because nobody on earth is so busy for not
devote a few hours a week to the fraternal help.
It urges touch the hearts to assist others with perennial values and beliefs for the spirit
collaborating for consolidation of Christ’s presence among men.
Remain steady! Do not hesitate nor leave aside your side spiritual tasks. Throughout the
planet, there are brothers, dear ones waiting for your loving vibration to awake them from the
mental alienation toward the Divine Light; from a world of atonement to regeneration.
Work more and more. God Father looks after you and no evil reach you.
Paulo Nagai, 10/23/2009

Part 7
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55 - "The Bells of Nagasaki" Presentation by Paulo Nagai
On May 14, 1951, a funeral of five miles long walked slowly toward the Catholic Church of
Urakami, in Nagasaki.
Amidst the ruins paraded the local High Society. Never before, a similar crowd with so
many authorities, even of other beliefs gathered for a Christian ceremony.
That crowd and authorities honored a Catholic doctor, Doctor Paulo Nagai who died after a
long martyrdom resulted from the atomic bombs explosion.
He became a national hero, example of absolute professional dedication and of optimist
Christian faith. He is the author of this book.
Paulo Nagai became new man. Before, at University, he was immersed in the materialism,
and when was still a pagan, he found the faith, by attending assiduously over the last years of his
course, numerous catholic groups in his hometown.
Expert at radiology research already attacked and knew it, when the cataclysm on august
9,1945 hurt his body and soul, carbonizing his wife, killing his numerous friends and colleagues
accelerating the damage of a leukemia that would kill him about six years later.
Once convicted, but wanted to keep, as beautifully expressed another Catholic, former
minister, Tanaka, “scientist with a message of hope." Even thus, he continued to study in his own
tortured body, the x-rays effects. He educated two little children trying to combine strength of a
father with maternal tenderness. To his fellow citizens he made appeals to forgive, trust, work and
have faith.
Those appeals, he made in his humble hut bedridden. All those who heard him, asked that
his words were widely divulged and printed. Humbly, he nodded, and his books spread throughout
the country sacrificing a soft light, veiled but comforting.
His first book is "La chaîne du Rosaire." Sooner we know about this title.
The second book "The Bells of Nagasaki" theme of a film, since March of 1951 had
astonishing success in Japan.
From passages of the first book, and the second integral was born this issue. The third
volume "En quittant ses enfants" is the spiritual testament left by Paulo Nagai to his son Makoto
Nagai and his daughter Kayano that often appear in these pages.
Thousands of copies of these books led the whole Japan, even non-Christian, the human
Catholic message of Doctor Nagai. Welcome by crowds, the honors came to meet the sick man
who never sought them.
Nagasaki gave him the perfect title. The Emperor visited him, and the country gave him the
National Award of Merit. From Pope Pius XII, the cardinal Gilroy and the apostolic legacy, Mr.
Furstenberg led him words of support, praise and comfort.
He humbly accepted all honors, aware of such value by the death approaching.
He died on May 1st, 1951 at the beginning of Mary's month. The funeral crossed through
the famous avenues of cherry trees, he had donated to his church and stood between walls
painted at his expenses.
Even after death, things still spoke of him.
However, much more than in paintings and in flowers, it is in his books we retain the
essential memory and lesson of his life, he often repeated in various ways and shades in the
course of days, as if were repeating the Hail Mary through the rosary.
The atomic fire destroyed the rrosary beads, but the chain resisted shining under the dark
sky, because it is made of an indestructible metal: Christian hope.
J. Masson, S. J.

56 – "The Bells of Nagasaki" - Introduction by Paulo Nagai
For two years I am lying sick, invalid in this Nagasaki plain. If I survived, it was because of
prayers and encouragement supplied by so many known, unknown friends.
Doctor Shikiba kindly offers to publish the little essays I wrote lately and Miss Isae Yashida
copied them to me.

After reading again these essays already concluded with defects so visible let me confused.
All criticisms addressed to that sincere relationship of a destroyed life, they are gladly accepted.
Victims of a terrible war finally begin to change their torn garments for new ones of
Peacetime. I am also looking for a new life. I leave behind me, in the battlefield, this simple book,
memory of what no longer exists. I wish my new is all devoted to reconstruction and hope, not to
the past of lamentation.
A single thought encourages me: Glory to God.
Of course, I am not an invalid who no longer expects to be useful. I wish sincerely serve
God sincerely until this thread of my life, every day weaker finally breaks up.
The Holy Sacrament brought me every Sunday by the Priest Nakada constitutes infinite
strength in communion with God. I myself, nothing I can do, however, I believe firmly, through the
Sacrament I receive, I can still glorify God.
I beg him to bless all known or unknown that helped a suffering being.
Takashi Nagaí, March 25, 1948 - Urakami - Nagasaki

57 - Article published by "Jornal do Brasil" on January 9, 1994.
The revelation that the U.S. Government deceived or omitted information to hundreds of
people, in order to submit them under experiments of nuclear radiation scandalized the American
society. “I can only think the ones who supervised the experiments were Nazis" said the Secretary
Hazel O`Lary, first authority to admit officially the tests.
They worked for the U.S. Government and over 30 years supervised the experiments with
the purpose of measuring the biological effects of radioactive substances ingested, inhaled or
injected into human beings. The pretext was the "National Security": on the other side of the world,
the Soviet Union pointed their missiles toward the U.S. territory.
However, the American people cannot accept patriotism as an excuse. The Human Rights
Entities consider such experiments as war crimes.
The Democratic Representative, Edward Markey was the first to report in 1986, the use of
humans in experiments, by considering them unjustifiable, "bizarre" and "repugnant."
American citizens were turned into pieces of nuclear devices; very often were labeled as
destined to "sacrifice": old people, prisoners, patients with terminal diseases or mentally insane,
wrote as foreword of the report presented, without success, to Ronald Reagan's Government, in
the hope the facts were investigated.
They began in 1940 until the early years in 1970, under supervision of the Manhattan
Project that built the first atomic bomb; the Atomic Energy Commission and Research,
Development of Energy Administration. Those three organisms created the current Department of
Energy headed by O`Lary the main experiments:
From 1945 to 1947, 18 terminal cancer patients at Tennessee and New York Hospitals
were injected with plutonium to measure the amount of substance retained by the body. The
patients were not informed of the experience.
In the Institute of Technology of Massachusetts - MIT - from 1961 to 1965, 20 people, 6383 years old were injected with radium and torus to evaluate the speed of such substances by the
body.
From 1963, 131 prisoners in Oregon and Washington State were recruited for two hundred
dollars to each one submit the penis and testicles to x-ray applications.
The prisoners were alerted about possible sterility and skin burns, but not about the risk of
getting cancer. Later, they underwent vasectomy to avoid contaminating the population with the
generation of mutants irradiated.
During the ´60s at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, 57 healthy adults were fed with
microscopic spheres containing uranium and manganese to measure the time the balls were
expelled.
In the years 1946-47 at Rochester University, in New York, six patients with good kidney
function were injected with uranium salts to verify the concentration of radioactive substance

enough to hurt the kidney. Some patients suffered hallucinations, others, emotional
maladjustments.

58 - Rights for Future Generations
"Why should we preserve the planet, if not for our children and grandchildren?” said
Jacques Yves Cousteau.
This text was proposed by Cousteau's Society and, later, adopted by the US General
Assembly.
- By considering the determination proclaimed by worldwide through the US Letter in
reaffirming faith in the dignity and human value to promote social progress and better standards of
living in larger freedom.
- By considering among the purposes of the United Nations is to achieve international
cooperation to solve international problems and as center for harmonizing the activities of nations
in attaining these common purposes.
- By recognizing for the first time of Human Rights for future generations to exercise options
referred to nutrition, community life, enrichment and diversification of their physical and mental
atmospheres are seriously threatened.
- By believing the preservation and promotion of human rights is a demand to the
conscience of all peoples and Nations.
- Convinced that each generation has the inherent right of determining their own destiny
and responsibility to assure a similar right to future generations as extension of right of living
beings.
Solemnly proclaims the need to ensure the universal recognition and responsibility, it states
that:
Article 1 - The future generations have reserved rights to Earth free of contamination and
damage for your enjoyment, as place of Human History, Culture and Social Ties that make of each
generation and each individual a member of the human family.
Article 2 - Each generation to share the patrimony and legacy of the Earth has a duty, as
responsible for future generations of preventing irreversible damage to life on Earth, freedom and
human dignity.
Article 3 -It is, therefore, supreme responsibility of each generation to maintain a constant
vigil on technological disturbances and the changes adversely affecting life on Earth, the balance
of Nature and human evolution to ensure the rights of future generations.
Article 4 - All appropriate measures, besides Education, Researches and Laws should be
taken to ensure those rights are not affected by the current convenience.
Article 5 - Governments, non-governmental organizations and individuals are urged,
therefore, to implement imaginatively these principles, as if were in the presence of future
generations, whose rights, we seek to establish and perpetuate.
United Nations
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